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CP Cases’ transport and display solution for large plasma 
screens

ProCase for Plasma Screens

Customised Laminated Ply Transit Cases
Not to be confused with inferior imitations, CP Cases’ ProCase 
draws on 40 years of case-making experience to provide a long-
lasting, rugged flight case for multiple trips with heavy payloads.

Using only the finest Finnish birch plywood and rigorous, bifurcated 
rivet construction, CP Cases can build customised flight cases and 
19-inch racks to meet complex and demanding requirements.

Maximum Protection 
• Built from 9 mm top grade Finnish birch plywood for durability

• All edges glued and pinned before riveting to edge sections for 
superior strength

• Choice of edge sections – black abrasive-resistant vulcanised 
fibre or aluminium

• Available in a range of colours in High Pressure laminate or 
PVC laminate

• Knuckle ball corners, cam operated butterfly catches and fully 
sprung handles add to the near indestructibility of this case

• All edges are glued and pinned in a cabinet construction, before 
using clench rivets (tougher than pop rivets) to secure edge 
sections

Options
• Custom-built foam interiors
• Silk screen printing for corporate branding
• Panel mounts
• 100 mm detachable swivel castors, with and without brake

• Wheel boards in 18 mm ply with 100 mm castors
• Recessed castor dishes to locate wheels when stacking
• Loading shackles
• Zipped cable pouch

Do you use a large plasma screen at exhibitions or trade shows?

Then a ProCase fitted with a lift motor could be the solution for 
both transport to the exhibition centre and display during the 
event.

The traditional ProCase can be fitted with an electical system that 
requires only one power lead being exposed outside of the case. 
This supplies power to the TV/monitor and also the motorised lift 
(which can be remote-controlled).  Meanwhile, extension leads can 
be mounted to the inside of the case to power additional items such 
as computers and DVD players.
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